
VITREX GEARS ITSELF FOR PRODUCT SUPPLY TO

2010 SPORTS STADIUMS 

Vitrex, South Africa’s leading producer of vitreous enamelled steel products for

architectural applications, is set to play a major role in the supply of their proven systems

for the new stadiums to be built for the 2010 Soccer World Cup. 

Vitrex has for almost a quarter of a century been a major supplier to sports facilities in

South Africa supplying, for example, a wide range of products for the refurbishment and

extensions to cricket grounds for the 2003 Cricket World Cup tournament staged in South

Africa. Vitrex cloakroom cubicles were then installed at the Wanderers Centenary

Pavillion as well as at the Benoni and Bloemfontein grounds. 

“Vitrex also supplied all the directional signage boards, toilet partitions, vanity tops as

well as the working tops in the press box, at the Royal Bafokeng Sports Palace,” Cristian

Cottino, Sales & Marketing Director of Jet Park-based Vitrex, stated. “The toilet cubicles

installed at the Sports Palace were custom-designed. Vitrex specialises in formulating

products in accordance to clients’ requirements.” 

“Vitrex has also supplied cloakroom cubicles to several sports amenities in Botswana in

terms of the Botswana Integrated Sports Facilities Programme, an on-going project that

aims to bring basic sports amenities to outlying communities,” he added. 

 

The extreme surface hardness of the Vitrex coating for the company’s cloakroom

cubicles is produced by fusing three layers of glass to sheet steel at temperatures of over

800 degrees Celsius. The resultant durable surface is corrosion-proof, impervious to

chemicals, and spray paints. It is also ultra-hygienic because of the virtual absence of

bacterial or mould growth. Colours are permanent and fade-proof - even under the

harshest conditions. 

“The Vitrex surface is graffiti-proof and requires no maintenance at all apart from an

occasional wipe down,” Cottino explained. “The cubicles’ waterproofing qualities are

ideally suited to wet areas, showers and high-pressure water jet cleaning operations. The

partition elements are all manufactured as single sheet units - without any joints involved

which enhances the product’s appearance, rigidity, as well hygienic and waterproofing

qualities.” 

Vitrex toilet partitions and vanity tops are available in a standard range of colours with an

almost unlimited choice available on special request.    

In signage used for sports facilities and for general purpose, the directional and graphic

information is permanently fused into the vitreous enamelled steel surface. International

demand for Vitrex signage has recently increased with exports to the Singapore Civic

District Trail and clients in the Middle East and United Arab Emirates also showing

strong interest.  



Graphic designs can also be incorporated into any cloakroom product supplied by Vitrex. 


